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Utilising our unique delivery 
framework, which operates in 
conjunction with SAP activate, a 
RunHealthy Assessment™ provides 
a robust 360 degree review of your 
programme, customised to the lens 
you are most concerned about.

Our team aim to spend approximately 
a month observing, assessing and 
reviewing your programme. The goal 
is to find weaknesses, before it is too 
late. 

The review is dynamicly scheduled 
and adjusted, depending on your 
current programme delivery phase. 
This means that wherever you are in 
your programme delivery it will be 
100% relelvant and provide instant 
value, at both practitioner and board 
level.  

Our RunHealthy Assessment™ is the safety net your 
transformation programme needs in order to deliver 
safely and successfully. Built upon our trademark delivery 
methodology, our team ensure your programme is on the 
road to success. The right road.
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RunHealthy Assessment™

Checks and balances are 
critical to the success of a 
programme. You need to know 
what ‘right’ looks like...



Business transformation programmes can 
be highly complex to execute, and often the 
many moving parts prevents leaders from 
spotting troublesome areas before it is too 
late. 

We are firm believers that no-one should 
mark their own homework. Having a third 
party expert review provides piece of mind 
and removes unintensional bias.

A standard audit from a.n.other consultancy 
will not give enough value for money. You 
need a fully tailored healthcheck based on 
your programme status and scope.

There is no room for an audit to take a long 
period of time. You need reassurance, and 
quickly, especially if you are tracking towards 
a major programme gate. 

Complexity

Impartiality

One size audit

Timescales

The Problem

PAUSE

Making mistakes on a 
complex programme has 
the potential to cripple the 
business case and cost 
millions. 



ASSESS
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The Process

As part of an engagement phase, the 
scope is confirmed. The Limelight team 
actively listen to the concerns of the 
Executive and, utilising our delivery 
expertise, propose the scorecard areas we 
should review. 

Scope

Using the Limelight framework as a 
guide, the team RAG each of the areas 
of the scorecard they feel is a concern. 
Behind the dashboard is a comprehensive 
explaination as to the determination. 

Assessment
The core Limelight team (typically 2/3 
FTE’s) will set up structured interviews and 
workshops with key stakeholders, business 
users and executives.

Knowledge Acquisition

As part of the outcome a full action list 
is provided, but along the way any useful 
hints tips and advice are also shared with 
the programme team to assist and drive to 
success. 

Advice and Guidance

Prior to any engagement the Limelight 
team will request a key set of documents 
relevant to the engagement. These will be 
digested and reviewed prior to any onsite 
work.

Pre-Read



The RunHealthy scorecard is the perfect 
high level RAG summary and tracking 
sheet for the board room. Simple to 
understand, yet with incredible depth 
and breadth, it is a powerful asset to 
confirm your programme.

Behind the RunHealthy scorecard sits 
the detail. As part of our engagement 
a highly detailed Word document is 
produced. This references the sources 
and the reasons for the particular RAG 
status. 

A significant section of the detailed 
report looks at the ‘what next’ question. 
For every section improvements and 
recommendations are suggested. These 
are based on previous transformation 
programmes and industry best practice.

Scorecard Report

Detailed Report

Actions and Next Steps

The Outcome

THRIVE
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Benefits

Covering everything from programme 
management to solution architecture and 
beyond, the team at Limelight have strength 
and depth beyond any other assurance 
partner.

Strength and Depth

Our scorecard report is  board friendly and 
can be presented with no prior knowledge 
or understanding. In addition, they are 
typically used to show improvements made 
to the programme

Board Ready

At Limelight every member of the team has 
come from grass roots. Everyone has worked 
on major programmes and the insight offered 
comes from countless years or experience, 
not theory.. 

Experienced Based Insight

The advice offered in the detailed report 
always meets 3 critical criteria. It is realistic 
and relevant, achievable, and actionable in 
both the short and long term.

Actionable Insight

After a RunHealthy Assessment™ concludes, 
executive teams have confidence in their 
programme moving forward. 

Confidence in Delivery

Utilising the RunHealthy scorecard, 
programme and executive teams can easily 
ascertain progress and traction to ‘return to 
green’.

Monitorable Progress



Limelight are a multi award winning 
consultancy specialising in business 
transformation using SAP technology 
as a foundation. Operating at the 
intersection of the systems integrator 
and the client, Limelight lead 
transformation programmes, enabling 
all parties to operate at their true 
potential. The result is a safe, effective, 
timely, often cheaper business 
transformation. 

With over 100 years hands-on delivery 
experience in our executive team 
alone, we have been fortunate to 
work with some amazing companies 
and even more incredible people. 
Our unique delivery, underpinned by 
accelerators and a complementary 
methodology, safeguards your SAP 
transformation and simplifies even the 
most difficult implementation. 

Our mission is to support businesses and their people 
through the entire business transformation journey. We 
strive to provide exceptional value and deliver long lasting 
positive change, enabling businesses to flourish. 
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About Limelight

We deliver career defining 
programmes, allowing senior 
executives to sleep easy. It is 
true peace of mind delivery.



Start your transformation programme 
with confidence. Define the vision, 
document the business case and set up 
the programme for success.

Full ongoing management of your 
transformation programme. From launch 
through to benefit delivery using our best 
practice frameworks.

Capability assessment and formation 
of a ‘Centre of Excellence’ with new 
structures, tooling and roles to support 
your new business model. 

Continual improvement framework for 
making incremental innovation as well 
as significant future changes to business 
processes. 

RunFast Launchpad

RunFast Transformation

RunCentre Setup

RunBetter Processes

Our Other Accelerators

Our accelerators give us 
unparalleled advantage in 
delivering transformation 
programmes. 



Our Why

GIVING 
BACK

Change the future

Our Giving Pledge
When Limelight formed, we decided to put giving at our core and commited 
fully to the United Nations Global Goals. As such, we work with a charity 
called Buy One Give One (B1G1). Through this charity, for every day of 
consulting we bill, we provide a month of education to a child in some of the 
world’s poorest areas. Simple, but truly life-changing. 

Change customers

One of the most frustrating statistics in our indutry is the failure rate of complex 
transformation programmes. We are highly passionate about what we do and are on a 
quest to make that a thing of the past.

Give customers the experience they deserve and enable them to take advantage of new 
technology simply and safely. 




